FRAME CHAIR
Wouter Scheublin
Ingeniously engineered, Frame’s complex angles are balanced by the subtle curves of its seat and back rest to achieve a distinctive blend of character and formality in a tough, lightweight design.

THE DESIGNER

Scheublin’s work expresses his ongoing fascination with construction and mechanics, in a variety of autonomous and functional designs. Examples include his walking furniture series, where normally static pieces like a table or chair become animated in response to human contact. He continues to work on both self-initiated projects and partnerships with other designers, researchers, brands, and manufacturers.
General Information

IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY

DESIGN
2008

DESCRIPTION
Chair

MATERIALS
European oak, oiled, oak veneered birch plywood, steel fixings

DIMENSIONS
H785mm × L400mm × D610mm, seat height 440mm

FINISHES
Oiled oak with visible chrome bolts

CLEANING GUIDELINES
Occasionally treat the natural seat with a colourless furniture oil, such as mineral oil or linseed oil.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
The chair must be used with its four legs resting on the floor at all times.
The product is not suitable for outdoor use.
Avoid contact with heat sources.
For major maintenance or repairs, consult the retailer.
Once the product or its components are no longer used, make sure that they are disposed of correctly through the public waste disposal services.